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City of Albuquerque, et al. v. Spartan Technology,
Inc., No. CIV-97-0206-LH and consolidated cases
Soil Vapor Extraction Design Issues

Dear Jim:
Enclosed is of discussion of design issues pertaining to the
Soil Vapor Extraction Workplan. The discussion is submitted on
behalf of the plaintiffs in the above-referenced case.
Sincerely,

~.c-:~;Y~
Charles de Saillan
Assistant Attorney General
cc:

Counsel of Record
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SVE DESIGN ISSUES
Based on our discussions held on July 30, 1998 regarding the Spartan SVE workplan, the
following design issues were raised and are reiterated a.:.'"ld expanded here for your convenience
in understanding our position.

The current SVE system is workjng well for remediating a limited area of the :site (a radius of
approximately 50 feet). The thermal a.'l"ld catalytic destruction of contaminants appear to have
worked well for the hritial phase of the project without the need for additional treatment
equipment.

As anticipated, the concentration of ~.:ontaminams

of imerest in the extracted vapor has declined

dramatically since the start-up of the SVE system. T1:ris is typical of vapor extraction systems.
As a result of this decline in vapcr concent:ations, the SVE system has entered a new phase of
operation.

The concentration of VOCs in the extracted vapor is now low enough that the

vapor could be discharged to the atmosphere without treatment. The Cicy of Albuquerque air
quality division has indicated that the air qualiry discharge will be regulated based on the
published ACGIH TLV for the contaminants from the discharge stack. The concentration of
each contaminant detec£ed in the June sampling event was below the TLV and could therefore
be discharged without treatment. This factor, and others, make this a good time to reevaluate
the options for SVE treatment of the soils.

We understand that Spartan's current remediation approach is ro cuminue operation of t:he
existing SVE system and to move the vacuum ro other existing vapor extraction wells, one ala
time. This approach will work for treating small areas of known impact. However. there are
several drawbacks to this approach including the im.biliry to treat zones of conramination not
yer characterized and the expenditure of excessive and unnecessary costs for completing this
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remediation. The current approach will cost more than altemative approaches and will achieve
less in terms of soil clean-up. This issue and others are discussed below.

1.)

The time required to achieve the soil gas goals with the current system will
result in significantly higher project costs in comparison to alternative
approaches

As suted above, u.~ere is nothing inhercnrly wrong with moving tht: sysrem

between adjacent vacuu.'TI extraction wells if:

a)

rhe sire has been fully characterized to make cenain that each zone of
contamination is addressed;

b)

the zones of influence for adjacent extraction wells overlap;

c)

t..~e

system is moved successively around the net"w:.rork until all zones are

cleaned to below 10 ppmv; and
d)

adequate monitoring systems are in place to document progress and
completion.

The issue of time relates to items a) and c). If this site were fully characterized,
it is probahle that many locations above 10 ppmv would be identified. Many
areas of the lower vadose zone will be over 10 ppmv due to residual product and
contact with contaminated \Vater (the two effects cannot be easily separated).
Thus. the system will have to be moved to many locations and each location will
need to be treated for a sufficient time period to achieve the stated goals using

ti1e existing low flow SVE system. Additional operational time for the existing
SVE system can be easily translated into cost, and a long duration of operating

the existing SVE system will be unnecessarily costly for Sparton.
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2.

A far more extensive characterization of the vadose zone contamination will
be needed.

We have identified locations in the upper vadose zone where previous studies
have indicated potentia! conr.a..-rnir..ation. If one cr more cf Ll:es~ locations s.how
contamination, it must be assumed that contaminants traveled from the source

area(s) to the r:e·..r.·ly identified "hot spot". I! will then be necessary to evaluate
the area

betwe~n

u.1e source(s) a..J.d the "hot spot", or assume that it is

contaminated and place new extraction wells on a maximum of 70 feet centers

(based on a radius of int1uence of 50 feet) from the source area to each "hot
spot".

Similarly, the deep vadose zone will have to be characterized to

determine where "hot spots"

~xist

ar deprh.

As discussed in the July 30

meeting. a robust SVE system that fills the gaps betwe;::l k.J.own a:eas of
contamination reduces mu,ch of the concern regarding characterization. P..:.:. SVE
system with an effective radius of 50 feet does not eliminate characterization
issues and necessitates a much more detailed level of sire characterization.

3.

The operation and maintenance costs

for

the existing system are high

relative to effectiveness.

As discussed above, the existing SVE system is well

suit~c.l

for soil gas with

high concentrations of VOCs. It apparenrly performed well in this capacity for
the first months of operation. Now that VOC concentrations from VR-1 are low

enough to d!scharg';! wit...h..out

tr,!aL."':len!,

tht! internal combustion

engin~

is no

longer well suited to the task. That problem is thar it conswnes a large quantity
of fuel for a very low vapor extraction rate. A conventional SVE blower with
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an electric drive could nchit!vc much higher flow rate::; for lower operating cost".
Cost savings can be expected in the following areas:

a)

Lower 0pernting costs can be expected (wiLh much highcf flow rares);

b)

Shorter time period to reach goals and COJ~~:yut:ULly less bperating cosr.

c)

Equipment costs for a conventional SVE sy:sU:m will be lower than the
probable resale

d)

vnlu~

of the existing imewal ~urnbu::;tion sysrem:

Less ch:l!acterization of the vadose zone soib will be required if a robust

SVE system is operated;

e)

Ftwt:r sampling locarions will be required ro verify pc;rfurmam:t::

f)

Compliance sa.rnpling cost to meet air quality rcqui.remeuL:s f1.•r
of Alburquerque will be reduced for two reasons.

Lh~

Ciry

First. uuly ont!

discharge sample Will be required at each sampling event in ~;om pal i:)OH

ro the samples new taken before a.."ld
t.he projec.t will be completed

~fter

the treatment unit.

Second,

in a shorter period of cum; reducing the

tot:ll number of air samples needed.

The issues raised above regarding Spartan's current plan for operating the SVE sysrem can be
overcome wirh relatively minor change!\ to rhe existing setup. Spartan has in place an efficient
t:xtraction well, lht: required piping, and m.uch of the required monitoring network for

implementation

or a more robusr .SVF. ~y~tem

The primary change would he m replace the

exi~ting intern~! combustion

SVE blower sy5tem

with a larger capacity electrically-driven c:yc:rem. Given the good condition of the existing
:;y::;l~m.

iL st:ems likely that ir has a residual value err.fltr.r rh.::~n the cost of an electric:11ly-driven

SVE system. Off-gas treaunenr will nor he needed
ui:s~.:ussed
cap<i~o:il y

h;~c:~c1

on the City's air quality standards as

above. We propose a system with a positive displacement blower with 500 scfm

al Lhr~;:e;: inches of vacuum (mercury). A complete sy,rP:m of this capacity, with all
4
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auxiliary equipment and instrumentation, would cost about $7,000-8,000. We have contac~ ~ j
vendors and obtained quotes on this equipmenr and would be willing to share this information

wirh Spartan if desired. The sysrem would be skid-mounted and could be

mo~ed into the same

location as the existing system, connected to existing SVE piping, connected ro electric power.
and started.

The likely upper capacity limit for VR-1 is about 400 scfrn (at the proposed vacuum).
would

leav~

This

about 100 scfm for "hot spot" treatment, as needed. "Hot spot" treatment would

be primarily used to reduce the time required to reach the remediation

goals~

by individually

trearing highly contaminated areas. The system connected to VR-1 would provide an estimated
radius of influence of 300 to 350 feet.

This reaches most of the areas where potential ''hot

spots" have been identified, and it has the potential to treat areas beneath the building.

An added benefit of the higher flow SVE system would be the potential to desiccate some of
the interbedded clay layers within the vadose zone. These layers will be the most difficult to
remediate with SVE, and desiccation will accelerate their treatment.

Desiccation will also

occur with the existing system, but it will occur at a much slower pace.

The greatest savings tor the proposed SVE approach will be in reduced costs for operating the
SVE system. The proposed SVE system can be powered and operated for a lower cost than
the existin2 svstem, and the
-

J

len~th
....

of time over which these costs will be incurred will be

significantly reduced. All aspects translate to lower overall cost. The confidence that we have
in Spartan being able to achieve the stated vadose zone goals will be increased with the use of
a more robust SVE sysrem, and the extensive need for site characterization will be reduced.
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